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HOW TO DETERMINE YOUR NECKLACE SIZE

The optimal necklace size depends on your personal style as well on your preferred style, or on the 

look you would l ike to wear. 

You can wear your necklaces long, tight on your neck or several necklaces layered over another.

This guideline is made in order to help you choose the right length for your look or purpose.

NECKLACE MEASURING TIPS

The position of the necklace is determined by your personal measurements. That means that the 

position of the necklace on your body wil l vary according to your height, weight or neck width.

Therefore we created three different graphics which should help you estimating how the necklace 

in a certain length wil l lay on your body.

For example:

On a very tall person a necklace length of  32”/ 81.3 cm will end just under her breast, while for a 

shorter person the same necklace wil l end almost at her navel and for a person with a larger breast 

circumerference the necklace wil l be shorter.

Same is true for a person with a bit more weight. A necklace of 14”/35.4 cm might be too tight on 

her neck or it wil l just not look so favorable while for a very tiny and skinny person it might be the 

perfect necklace to wear layered with other necklaces.

NECKLACE SIZE GUIDE
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The guideline helps to select the right size for your preferred style. It can also be used in order to 

buy different necklace sizes for layering the necklaces.

There are different ways to measure your preferred personal necklace size.

OPTION 1

MEASURE CURRENT NECKLACES 

STEP 1: Select a necklace that properly fits at the preferred position. 

STEP 2: Measure its length with a ruler or a measuring tape and compare it with our 

size graphics.

STEP 3: If the necklace size falls between two sizes, always consider the larger size or get in  

   contact with us for custom made sizing.

If you need help, please refer to our customer care at customercare@nives.com.

WOMEN NECKLACE SIZE

INCH CM NECKLACE 
14.00 35.5 1
16.00 40.6 2
18.00 45.7 3
20.00 50.8 4
22.00 55.9 5
24.00 61.0 6
26.00 66.0 7
30.00 76.2 8
32.00 81.3 9
36.00 91.5 10

All NIVES items are hand made and there can be slight variations from these measurements.
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This is for reference only. NIVES cannot be held responsible for any errors that occur as a result of measuring 

or selecting your necklaces length.

NECKLACE LENGTH GUIDELINE
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OPTION 2

USE A RIBBON

STEP 1: Take a non elastic string or non stretchy ribbon and lay it around your neck at the 

preferred length until the ends match. (Please be careful with the ribbon around your 

neck!).

STEP 2: Measure the length of the ribbon or string with a ruler or a measuring tape and  

   compare it with our size graphics.

STEP 3: If the necklace size falls between two sizes, always consider the larger size or get in 

contact with us for custom made sizing.

IMPORTANT: Please measure twice for accuracy. Measurements must be exact.

          (Please do not add allowances)

Avoid using elastic string or stretchy paper to measure ring size as these materials can stretch or 

twist, yielding an inaccurate measurement.

If you need help, please refer to our customer care at customercare@nives.com.

TIPS FOR BUYING THE NECKLACE AS A SURPRISE 

Ask your significant other’s friends or mother, father, son, daughter if they know her/his 

necklace size or borrow one of your significant other’s necklace (one that fits nicely) and 

use the necklace measurements above to determine its size.

In case our standard necklace sizes do not fit you or you would l ike to have a different length, just 

get in contact with us at customercare@nives.com.

FOR ASSISTANCE PLEASE WRITE TO customercare@nives.com

This guide is for reference only. NIVES cannot be held responsible for any errors that occur as a result of measuring your necklace size.


